


Introduction
Why we are



Our Speakers

Colin Lienhard, Swissloop Joost Smeets, Delft HyperloopFerran de Andrés, Hyperloop UPVEwa Radzanowska, HYPED



- The world needs collaboration

- The world needs an alternative

- The world needs Hyperloop

- Hyperloop needs EHW

Our Vision



Our Mission

- International collaboration event

- Union of teams, companies and society

- The search for scalability and innovation

- The search for making Hyperloop a reality



The Initiative
Who We Are



Four student Hyperloop teams.
Making the future our present.

Organizing Teams



Teams, Companies and Society

The EHW is moved by the teams

The EHW is moved by companies

The EHW is moved by people

All of us.
Making the future our present.



EHW - Covid 19

The world is asking us to adapt.

And if we want a safe transport, we’ll have to 
make an event also safe.

That’s why there are alternative plans.

This is our alternative.
Making the future our present.



EHW
The Event



- Where: Valencia

- When: July 2021

- R&R: November

- Intent to compete: December

Important Topics



The Event

One week dedicated to Hyperloop:

- Presentations: Exhibitors present their systems, demonstrators, concepts, etc.

- Conferences: Talks and round tables from industry and academia.

- Design Competition: Systems that stand out through innovation, feasibility, technical evaluation 
and public appeal have the chance to win one of six EHW Awards.



Timeline of the Week

The event will be a mix of competitions and conference elements, 
giving every attendee a chance to see both.

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7

- Subcomponent presentations 
and assessments for teams.

- Showcasing of designs and 
subcomponents.

- Evening speaker events.

- Networking opportunities.

- Talks, round tables and workshops from 
industry and academics around the following topic 
sustainability, health and safety, infrastructure, 
technical components and more.

- Preparation of teams for further tests of 
their pods.

- Evening speaker events.

- Networking opportunities.

- Presentation of entire systems 
at the test track.

- Showcase of pod runs.

- Final events.



How to Compete

Participation open to any student teams, start-ups, foundations, companies, etc. 
who work on the Hyperloop concept.

Present your research, innovations and demonstrators wither virtually or physically.

Two different application categories to present with different safety requirements:

- Showcase: System not operated (powerless, no stored energy)
Few regulations and simple application process.

- Demonstration: System operated.
Enhanced safety precautions and detailed application process.

Each unique system (subsystem) needs its own application.



Application Timeline

Showcase Demonstration

November 2020: Stage 0

December 2020: Stage 1

March 2021: Stage 2

June 2021: Stage 3

July 2021

Registration - Receive rulebook

Intent to Showcase

Final Showcase Documentation

Testing and Safety Documentation

EHW 2021

Final Demonstration Documentation

Intent to Demonstrate



Our Social Media

Instagram: @europeanhyperloopweek

Twitter: @hyperloop week

LinkedIn: European Hyperloop Week

Facebook: European Hyperloop Week

Keep updated.
Making the future our present.



Next Steps

Constant contact in social networks:
- Date Announcements

- Companies Announcements
- News Announcements

Intent to compete:
- December 2020

More events to come



Questions?
It’s your turn!



Thank you very much!
The future is our present.


